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Celections since 1993:

three national elections, 

one commune council election and 

one Senate election. The elections 

progress to democracy, respect 

seen to be free and fair.1

were managed and run by 

were implemented with technical 

maturity, electoral preparation 

expenses were remarkably reduced, and legal frameworks 

Apart from loopholes and gaps in the legal framework, 

all elections were to some extent marred by threatened or 

a culture of trust within which to hold discussions on 

election issues, which compounded their disagreements 

was to mature, there was a need to lay a basis upon which 

all election participants could discuss their differences 

and work towards their peaceful resolution.

month political deadlock following the July 2003 

Challenges of Election Preparation in Three 

Western Provinces of Cambodia
Doung Virorth discusses the Cambodian electorial process in three western 
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national elections created further potential for electoral 

performance, the general public continues to question its 

independence and political credibility.

discuss election issues.2

a sustainable structure for trust building through open, 

safe and neutral dialogue. Between August 1999 and the 

through discussion of such topics as the extension of 

more transparent procedures and selection of election 

of a culture of dialogue and the building of trust. The 

their programmes for discussions on particular issues.

commune council election and 2008 national election, 

arising before and during elections by building trust and 

encouraging a culture of dialogue, which is fundamental 

in building peace and mature democracy. This phase will 

addressed through discussion. 

Research Methods

research explored the nature of electoral processes and 

campaigning and election day conduct. 

Voter Registration

registration is delegated to commune or sangkat council 

function, the councils should assign these tasks to the 

council must instruct its clerk to exercise the tasks 

properly in accordance with the election law, regulations 
3 The law states 

designated commune council members, resulting in a 
4
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5 especially at the time the 

deconcentration policy.

been constituted for only about one year when the task of 

is widely accepted in initial studies of the functioning of 

with their chiefs and clerks are poor, as are relations 

that they are marginalised from decision making. As a 

delegating it to agencies that were still poorly organised 

and coordinated.7

The study in the three 

indicated some constraints 

registration by commune 

clerks. Busy schedules with 

other tasks assigned by their 

registration period. The clerks had prioritised tasks other 

rather than registration, which sometimes forced people 

to wait because, when they came to register, they could 

the same time, more programmes for council members 

procedure, which resulted in mistakes and drew many 

with spelling and with date and place of birth due to 

carelessness of commune clerks, commune council 

needed to encourage people to register. Political parties, 

the importance of elections, especially of ensuring their 

particular about the content of educational material.

national identity card will be used instead.8

Finally, form 10189 with a photo issued by the commune 

10

supported other parties by local authorities, especially 

Campaigning Days

roles in disseminating election 

alleged to be engaged in 

and other illegal and threatening acts in large numbers 

during the election period.11

other property or by destroying the property of those 

supporting other parties were said to be common forms 

all commented that other parties did this, there were no 

any political party.

Election Day Conduct

Wider participation is needed to encourage people 

to register. Political parties, NGOs and local 

authorities, especially newly selected village 

chiefs, should raise awareness of villagers about 

the importance of elections, especially of ensuring 

their right to vote by registering
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The presence of local authorities in front of polling 

had been cast as a form of intimidation of other political 

parties, and this had been complained about by political 
12

Conclusion

to the election process. The numbers of people registering 

been reported less often.

work for commune clerks and council members during 

trying to 

for both political parties and national and international 

case of changing a polling station, information should be 
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Summary of the electoral process

registration

councils and clerks. 

Technical accuracy needs to 

be considered more seriously 

to spelling and writing date 

and place of birth.

disregarding of agreed schedules 

Also barking night is reportedly 

common in battambang, pursat 

chiefs, commune chiefs 

polling stations remains 


